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SOCIETY OF ACTUARIES
Antitrust Compliance Guidelines
Active participation in the Society of Actuaries is an important aspect of membership. While the positive contributions of professional societies and associations are
well-recognized and encouraged, association activities are vulnerable to close antitrust scrutiny. By their very nature, associations bring together industry competitors
and other market participants.
The United States antitrust laws aim to protect consumers by preserving the free economy and prohibiting anti-competitive business practices; they promote
competition. There are both state and federal antitrust laws, although state antitrust laws closely follow federal law. The Sherman Act, is the primary U.S. antitrust law
pertaining to association activities. The Sherman Act prohibits every contract, combination or conspiracy that places an unreasonable restraint on trade. There are,
however, some activities that are illegal under all circumstances, such as price fixing, market allocation and collusive bidding.
There is no safe harbor under the antitrust law for professional association activities. Therefore, association meeting participants should refrain from discussing any
activity that could potentially be construed as having an anti-competitive effect. Discussions relating to product or service pricing, market allocations, membership
restrictions, product standardization or other conditions on trade could arguably be perceived as a restraint on trade and may expose the SOA and its members to
antitrust enforcement procedures.
While participating in all SOA in person meetings, webinars, teleconferences or side discussions, you should avoid discussing competitively sensitive information with
competitors and follow these guidelines:
• Do not discuss prices for services or products or anything else that might affect prices
• Do not discuss what you or other entities plan to do in a particular geographic or product markets or with particular customers.
• Do not speak on behalf of the SOA or any of its committees unless specifically authorized to do so.
• Do leave a meeting where any anticompetitive pricing or market allocation discussion occurs.
• Do alert SOA staff and/or legal counsel to any concerning discussions
• Do consult with legal counsel before raising any matter or making a statement that may involve competitively sensitive information.
Adherence to these guidelines involves not only avoidance of antitrust violations, but avoidance of behavior which might be so construed. These guidelines only provide
an overview of prohibited activities. SOA legal counsel reviews meeting agenda and materials as deemed appropriate and any discussion that departs from the formal
agenda should be scrutinized carefully. Antitrust compliance is everyone’s responsibility; however, please seek legal counsel if you have any questions or concerns.
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Presentation Disclaimer
Presentations are intended for educational purposes only and do not replace
independent professional judgment. Statements of fact and opinions expressed are
those of the participants individually and, unless expressly stated to the contrary, are
not the opinion or position of the Society of Actuaries, its cosponsors or its
committees. The Society of Actuaries does not endorse or approve, and assumes no
responsibility for, the content, accuracy or completeness of the information
presented. Attendees should note that the sessions are audio-recorded and may be
published in various media, including print, audio and video formats without further
notice.
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To Participate, look for Polls in the SOA Event App or visit las.cnf.io in
your browser
Find The Polls Feature Under More
In The Event App or Under This
Session in the Agenda

Type las.cnf.io In Your Browser

or
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Agenda
• FASB Long Duration Targeted Improvement Changes & Implications
• Market Risk Benefit (MRB) Definition, Scope & Measurement
• VA/FIA Pricing & Product Development Considerations
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FASB Long Duration Targeted Improvement Changes & Implications

FASB ‘Long Duration Targeted Improvements’ Accounting Update
What Will Change?

SCOPE

SPIA/DIA,
TERM, WL, LTC

FIA GMxB,
VA GMxB
Insurance Accrual

Fair Value (increased
exposure to market risk)

Fair Value

No DAC offset to market risk

ALL LONG
DURATION
CONTRACTS
(including VA/FIA)

ALL LONG
DURATION
CONTRACTS
(including VA/FIA)

Effective 1/1/2021 for Public Companies
Effective 1/1/2022 for Other Entities

Source: FASB
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Potential for
More Volatility
for some
products

General Annuity Summary of Accounting Impacts
For VA GMDB/GMIB & FIA GMxB, the key issue is potentially lower earnings, with more balance sheet and earnings volatility.

Area

Opening Equity

Profit Emergence

Earnings Volatility

OCI/Equity Volatility

FIA without GMxB

Increase

Decelerated

Slightly decreased

Increase

Due to removal of DAC shadow
adjustment

DAC no longer accretes with
interest

DAC no longer subject to
retrospective unlocking and
volatility of assumption
updates

Shadow DAC no longer offsets
movement in associated AFS
assets

Decrease

Slower

Increase

Increase

Current SOP 03-1 treatment
will move to fair value,
increasing the liability

Fair value approach will buildup liabilities earlier than the
SOP 03-1 approach

Fair value liabilities tend to be
more volatile than SOP 03-1
calculations

Fair value liabilities tend to be
more volatile than SOP 03-1
calculations

VA & FIA with
Guaranteed Minimum
Benefits (GMxBs)

Change

Source: PwC

FIA with GMxB; VA with GMDB/GMIB

Current

Lower, Stable liability
- Discount Rates NOT marked-to-market (liability crediting rate)
- AV growth includes risk premiums such as equity & credit

Future

Increased, Volatile liability
- Discount Rates marked-to-market (risk free rate)
- AV growth based on forward swaps
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Summary of GMxB Changes
• GMxB treatment
under SOP 03-1 & FAS
157 is being replaced
with a new concept
called Market Risk
Benefits
• Lifetime profits will be
the same, but the
emergence of profits
will be slower and
more volatile

GMxB

Current GAAP

New GAAP

VA
GMWB/GLWB

•
•

VA GMAB

FAS 157

VA GMIB

•
•

VA GMDB

SOP 03-1
•
Payment is a result of an identifiable insurable event

Market Risk Benefit (MRB)
•
To be measured at Fair Value
•
Changes in fair value flow
through P/L, except changes
in instrument specific credit
risk recognized in Other
Comprehensive Income
•
If a contract contains multiple
MRB, those MRBs shall be
bundled together as a single
compound market risk benefit

FIA GMxB

Typically SOP 03-1

Typically FAS 157 for non-lifetime GMWBs
Diversity in practice exists for lifetime GMWBs
•
Full FAS 157
•
Hybrid FAS 157/SOP 03-1
Typically SOP 03-1
FAS 157 if benefit is not settled

Reserve level

Time
Source: PwC
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MRB Definition, Scope & Measurement

Market Risk Benefit – Definition & Scope
Market Risk Benefit definition (ASC 944-40-25-25C): A contract or contract feature that both provides protection to
the contract holder from other-than-nominal capital market risk and exposes the insurance entity to other-thannominal capital market risk.
ASC 944-40-25-25C:
• Protection refers to the transfer of a loss in, or shortfall (that is, the difference between the account value and the
benefit amount) of the contract holder’s account balance from the contract holder to the insurance entity, with
such transfer exposing the insurance entity to capital market risk that would otherwise have been borne by the
contract holder.
• Protection does not include the death benefit component of a life insurance contract, but would apply to death
benefit coverage on an investment or annuity contract.
• Nominal risk is a risk of insignificant amount or remote probability of occurring. Presumed other-than-nominal if
benefit would vary more than an insignificant amount in response to capital market volatility.
Is the company providing the policyholder with market risk protection?
1. Longduration
insurance
contract?

2. Benefit paid
from account
value?

3. Benefit
payment can
exceed
account
value?

4. Account
value shortfall
affected by
market?

5. Potential
MRB

Is the protection other-than-nominal?
Considerations: Shortfall & Quantification of Shortfall
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Market Risk Benefits - Scope
Benefit Feature

Long Duration
Contract?

Benefit Paid from
Account Value?

Benefit Payment
Can Exceed
Account Value?

Account Value
Shortfall Affected by
the Market

MRB?

VA GMxB

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

MRB

FIA Index Crediting

Yes

Yes

No

N/A

Not MRB

FIA GMxB

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

MRB

Minimum general account
interest rate guarantee

Yes

Yes

No

N/A

Not MRB

VUL DB

Yes

No

N/A

N/A

Not MRB

UL NLG

Yes

No

N/A

N/A

Not MRB

Annuity Purchase Guarantees

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

MRB
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Market Risk Benefits - Measurement
Ascribed fee (or Attributed Fee) method for valuing GMxBs in variable annuity:
• Common approach used in practice

At inception:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Estimate fair value of expected claims consistent with capital market valuations (e.g. stochastic risk neutral scenarios)
Assume that total dollars of GMxB fees equal the fair value of expected claims at inception
As Ascribed Fee is set and locked at “inception” equal to the PV of claims over the PV of fee base
MRB Fair Value = PV Claims – Ascribed Fee * PV Fee Base
MRB fair value = Fair value expected future claims - Fair value ascribed (or attributed) fees
MRB fair value = 0 at inception
Fair Value of ascribed (or attributed) fees – Fair Value of claims = 0
Fair Value of ascribed (or attributed) fees = Fair Value of claims

Subsequent accounting:
•
•

Apply ‘locked in’ GMxB ascribed (or attributed) fee to each period’s PV total expected fee base to determine the PV of ascribed (or attributed) fees
Ascribed (or attributed) fee may differ from contractual fee for GMxB benefit, but cannot exceed total contract fees collectible or be less than zero

Derecognition:
•
•
•
•

Compare MRB to the liability
If gain, deferred profit liability posted
If loss, recognize immediately
Other comprehensive income is released
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Market Risk Benefits - Measurement
•
•

Ascribed (or Attributed) fee method is currently most commonly used among VA carriers with GMxB embedded derivatives
Possibility of no fees for the FIA or not enough for ascribed (or attributed fee) method
• Potential of positive MRB at issue

Combined MRB Valuation Required
GMDB
GMWB

GMDB

GMWB

GMWB

GMIB

GMDB
GMIB

How do you account for multiple market risk benefits within one contract?
• Analyze each MRB separately against scope criteria
• Separate compound MRB features from host
• Compound MRB = 1 unit of account
• Policyholder behavior assumptions need to be relevant to the combined contract
• Market consistent assumptions such as economic volatility need to be consistent with expectations for the combined contract
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Pricing & Product Development Considerations

Market Risk Benefits - Pricing Considerations
Scenarios
• Do you have desired risk neutral scenario generators and system modeling capabilities?
• How many scenarios are adequate for pricing? (system constraints or first principles)

Calculations
How will caps and fees be projected in the risk neutral environment?

Unit of Account
• At what level of granularity is the calculation done for pricing (vs. valuation)?

Hedging
• Is the cost of hedging accounted for in the pricing process and is it modeled explicitly?
• Is there a change in hedging strategy? (Possible increased cost of hedging and increased
breakage possible due to more benefits being hedged)
• How does a potential change in hedging strategy impact your GAAP pricing? Statutory pricing?
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Market Risk Benefits - Pricing Considerations
Modeling Considerations and Simplifications
• What modifications will be necessary for the current models?
• How is pricing different from valuation?

• How precise does the reserve component need to be to reasonably capture profitability?
• What nuances can be simplified for the pricing model? What is the impact of the simplifications?

• How frequently should you run stochastic models? Can you live with approximations for some
iterative steps?

Assumptions
• Do you need to develop new assumption sets for market risk benefits? (e.g. Combined MRBs)
• Identify risk factors needed to be stochastically modeled (dynamic lapses, dynamic withdrawals, caps,
allocation transfers)
• Sensitivity testing (the sensitivity to policyholder assumptions could be increased)
• Regular review of adequateness

Targets
• Do pricing targets need to be updated?
• Do downside targets need to be updated?
• What risk limits/tolerances should your pricing consider?
• How does this fit into the capital optimization framework?
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Market Risk Benefits - Product Strategy/Development Considerations
Product Mix

•
•

Appetite for market risk exposure
Proportion of business permitted to exposure

Product Design

•
•

Extent of guaranteed benefits
Adjustments based on utilization

Product Actions

•
•
•
•

Reevaluate product & features
Reprice products
Account for cost of hedging / model it explicitly
Continue without changes; economics of business does not change

Risk Considerations

•
•
•

Economic risk limits
Risk free rates and fund performance drive reserves
There is NO perfect hedge
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Concluding Thoughts
Key Potential Changes:
• Income statement and reserve balances may become more volatile
• Increased sensitivity to equity and rates for GMxB’s
Key Considerations:
• Pricing/Product engagement with Valuation and Risk on accounting policy decisions, hedging strategy,
scenarios, and calculation decisions
• Pricing considerations include modeling updates/simplifications, assumptions, inclusion of hedging and review
of pricing targets
• Product development considerations include establishing clear risk tolerances, product mix considerations,
product feature sensitivity, hedge costs and iteration toward risk appropriate offerings
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Session 31 – Impact of FASB Long Duration Targeted
Improvements on VA/FIA Inforce Management
2019 SOA Life and Annuity Symposium
Tampa, May 20, 2019

Yuan Tao FSA, MAAA, CFA

© Oliver Wyman

FASB Long Duration Targeted Improvements (LDTI)
What are the key considerations for inforce management?
Infrastructure
• Data

Hedging

• Actuarial models
• Reporting tools

• VA hedging strategy

• ALM/Hedging

• FIA hedging strategy

Inforce
Management

Balance sheet management
• Reinsurance
• M&A
© Oliver Wyman
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1 Infrastructure

What will be the infrastructure development needs for a typical VA line?

LDTI Readiness

Comments

Data

• Retrospective determination of attributable fees poses data
challenges for MRB

Actuarial models

• Existing projection model will continue to be used with easy
modification

Reporting tools

• Reporting generally in place

ALM / Hedging infrastructure

• Companies that consider GAAP in their hedge objectives will
need updates

Significance
High

Preparedness
Low

Ready

Modify

Develop

VA GAAP valuation process changes relatively easy; potential changes to hedging
will be considered by all market participants
© Oliver Wyman
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What will be the infrastructure development needs for a typical FIA line?

LDTI Readiness

Comments

Data

• Retrospective determination of attributable fees poses data
challenges for MRB

Actuarial models

• More significant model development need due to MRB

Reporting tools

• Reporting generally in place, just require modification for the
shifts to MRB’s

ALM / Hedging infrastructure

• Dynamic hedging currently not typical for FIA’s and this may
need to change for MRB

Significance
High

Preparedness
Low

Ready

Modify

Develop

Typical FIA lines need to make large scale changes to seriatim valuation systems,
as well as other infrastructure due to changes in DAC and living benefits
© Oliver Wyman
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2 Hedging

VA hedging – current state
Existing accounting frameworks are mismatched and discourage
comprehensive, fair value-based hedging

Increase in liability value

Typical VA market sensitivity, by valuation lens
Increase in liability value for different market shocks

Fair value

Statutory

GAAP
FAS 157

GAAP
SOP 03-1

Per unit of interest rate decrease
Per unit of implied volatility increase
Per unit of equity decline

Under the current GAAP and statutory frameworks, insurers cannot hedge all valuation
lenses effectively at the same time given their vastly different risk characteristics
© Oliver Wyman
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VA hedging – post-reform
LDTI, along with NAIC reform, will help align VA valuation lenses and
encourages more fair value-based hedging
Market sensitivity of liability valuation
Across different valuation frameworks
More sensitive

Today
Fair value of
liability

2021
Fair value of liability
GAAP reserve (post-LDTI)
VA stat requirement (post-NAIC
reform)

Less sensitive

VA stat requirement

GAAP reserve (with
sizeable SOP 03-1)

Many VA writers will expand hedging because GAAP and SAP are both closer to
“true” fair value.
© Oliver Wyman
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FIA hedging – current state
Existing accounting frameworks lack market sensitivity for FIA GLWB and
therefore discourage comprehensive, fair value-based hedging

Increase in liability value

Typical FIA GLWB market sensitivity, by valuation lens
Increase in liability value for different market shocks

Fair value

Statutory

GAAP
SOP 03-1

Per unit of interest rate decrease
Per unit of implied volatility increase
Per unit of equity decline

FIA GLWB has typically not been hedged by the industry due to lack of market
sensitivity in valuations
© Oliver Wyman
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FIA hedging – post-reform
LDTI creates divergence in the market-sensitivity between the GAAP
market risk benefit reserve and the statutory liability
Market sensitivity of liability valuation
Across different valuation frameworks

Less sensitive

More sensitive

Today
Fair value of GLWB liability

AG 33/35 reserve
GAAP SOP 03-1 reserve
for GLWB

2021
Fair value of GLWB liability
GAAP market risk benefit reserve

AG 33/35 reserve – assuming
VM-22 not in place by 2021

FIA GLWB will become more expensive for carriers to manage if carriers decide to
hedge their GAAP earnings
© Oliver Wyman
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3 Balance sheet management

Potential M&A and reinsurance
Private non-GAAP entities may gain a significant advantage over GAAP filers
in taking on VA and FIA blocks with guarantees
2010

Alternative buyers

© Oliver Wyman

2011

2012

Japanese insurers

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

IPOs and spinoffs
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Questions

© Oliver Wyman
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